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Philosophy, science and art differ primarily according to their subject-matter and also the way, by which 
they reflect, transform and express it. in fact, art, like philosophy, reflects reality in its relation to man, 
and depicts man, his spiritual world, and the relations between individuals in their interaction with the 
world and reality. this essay won’t talk much about the individualistic approach of the participating 
artists rather the holistic objective of assumption we want to establish regarding the situation we all 
are creating in the present-day world.

every human being relies on and is bounded by his knowledge and experience for his existence. this is 
what we call “reality”. however, knowledge and experiences are ambiguous, thus reality can become 
illusion. is it not possible to think that, all human beings are living in their assumptions?

albert einstein once said that “reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one”.

our life’s various moments and emotions are simply nothing more than an illusion created in our 
minds. even more surprising is the suggestion that everyone can create the reality they choose. how 
is it possible? the power of thoughts is perhaps stronger than most people realize. 

art has an indispensable ability to convey information in an evaluative aspect. it is a combination of 
man’s cognitive and evaluative attitudes to reality recorded in words, colours and plastic forms.

Dreams, desires, fantasies, and memories act as fissures in the foundation of our realities. the act of 
existence is distressed by such impulses. in addition, the impact of a multitude of socio-political events 
both on a global and national scale have brought the importance of our immediate surroundings to the 
fore, leaving the human figure lost in the background, consumed by his own reality. these interruptions 
sometimes slip away and create a tear in our perceived realities. 

transforming realities



today many of the artists are addressing the changes and snags created and faced by us which 

is becoming a part of our reality.  Some are working with the issue of the loss of flora and fauna 

from the surrounding and witnessing the radical changes in the cityscape. Some may narrate the 

adaptive nature of people who are facing the current economic and social challenges with courage 

and creativity. oscillating between microscopic to panoramic views of reality with both abstract 

and figurative elements we may bring references from alternative dwellings, careful use of natural 

resources, renewable energy, humane migration policies, a fairer global distribution of wealth, and 

protest movements among the middle classes. 

transforming realities presents the works of thirteen well established artists with a significant 

aesthetics and their visual imagination. these artists have tried to deal with the issues in their own 

individualistic style and technique. 

Binoy Varghese’s characters of representation are mostly women and children whom he skilfully 

places in natural environment. the work, rich in colour have inherent issues which deal with the social 

stigmas on global perspective which he is aware of during his visits worldwide.

Birendra Pani is concerned about the cultures and tradition and their evolving nature and its 

manifestation. through this creative expression he is trying to make a point that the legacy of these 

narratives is being distorted in the contemporary society due to the ignorance or by choice.

Farhad hussain’s works are composed of rich and vibrant colours. We see representation of human 

figures creating a narrative which looks interesting at the initial glance but carries the complexities of 

the family or societies in the contemporary society.   



george Martin paints an exquisite colourful view of the world around us looking through the creative 
gaze. his works try to establish the meaning of the objects by juxtaposing them over the creative 
surface.

Manilrohit’s work is an assemblage of icons which we encounter on regular basis, but putting them 
in context modifies the perception of looking at these. representation and usage of texts changes the 
realities and make it open to the dialogue around it.

Pratul Dash’s work is representing the harnessing situation of the ecology where man is pushing the 
boundaries of the system for the urbanization which in turn creates an imbalance.   

Sachin george Sebastian explores his creativity using the paper as a medium. his works are based 
on the collecting memories and transforming it to present day realities and again archiving these 
memories to create an archive for future.

Subodh Kerkar’s works raise the issues of glocal socio-political arrangements. he has used chilly as 
a metaphor and creates a giant installation of chilli signifying the importance of it in the historical and 
spatial development.  

Sujata Bajaj’s coloured palette converse multiple tales and the brilliance of her brush. the materiality 
of her pigment creates an extraordinary world pulsating with infinite energy. her visual elements 
liberated from the burden of subjectivity create an inexplicable mysticism.



Suraj Kumar Kashi uses the surrealist approach to define the contemporary culture of our society. 
he has interestingly chosen the objects of female with floral headgear signifying the desires and 
aspirations of the current youth.

Venkat Bothsa’s work reflects what he witnesses, observes and takes up inspirations from his 
surroundings. We feel that they do not make any specific annotations but still conveys that using the 
aesthetics to any surface enhances the significance of the object exponentially.

Vijay Sharma renders his imageries in a stylistic manner combining the elements from miniature 
paintings, contemporary objects, personal memories, dreams and aspirations. his portrayal of the 
central object is always much bigger in size as compared to others to show the character’s importance 
and the fine meticulous details to adorn his character giving it a preferred effect with a proximity to 
reality. 

Vinita Karim’s abstraction gives an impression of a story being described through the colours and 
patterns she uses on her canvas. elements of nature can be perceived on the palette which gives a 
feeling of calmness and transmits the optimism of life. 

i hope our collective effort to put forth a postulate to create many such dialogues is towards progression.

Vikash Nand Kumar 
art historian & Curator



BiNoy VargheSe

let 100 Flowers Bloom  •  acrylic on canvas  •  48” x 60”



BireNDra PaNi

Boy Dancer  •  acrylic on canvas  •  66” x 42”



FarhaD huSSaiN

Party  •  acrylic on canvas  •  30” x 59”



george MartiN

inlaid anecdotes-2  •  acrylic and waterproof ink on acid free paper  •  42” x 30”



MaNilrohit

the Chronicles of Sitafal  •  acrylic on plywood  •  48” x 48”



Pratul DaSh

untitled  •  oil on Canvas  •  58” x 96” 



SaChiN george SaBaStiaN

Sites of Metamorphosis  •  handcut archival paper  •  38” x 28” x 3.25”



SuBoDh KerKar

Chillies  •  Fibreglass and rubber tyres / cotton fabric  •  86” x 15” x 27” (each chilly)



Suraj KuMar KaShi

Dubai on the Desk  •  oil & acrylic on canvas  •  48” x 36”



Sujata Bajaj

Peregrination  •  acrylic on canvas  •  39” x 39”



VeNKat BothSa

head  •  Fibreglass  •  12” (ht)



Vijay SharMa

golden Memories 2  •  oil on canvas  •  48” x 48”



ViNita KariM

alizarin Dream  •  acrylic, embroidery, gold and copper leaf on canvas  •  58” x 29”



Binoy Varghese

Binoy was born in Kerala in 1966. Binoy Varghese 
is a National Diploma holder in Fine arts from 
r.l.V. College, thripunithura. he has done many 
solo exhibitions including ‘let 100 flowers bloom’, 
Palette art gallery, 2017; at aicon gallery New 
york, 2009; the other gallery, Banff Centre for 
arts, Canada, 2008. he has designed a stamp for 
the Postal Department, government of india. he is 
the recipient of Kerala lalith Kala academy, india, 
1995 and National award, National academy of 
arts, New Delhi, 1998.

Birendra Pani 

Pani was born in 1969 in orissa. he has graduated 
in printmaking with a Bachelor’s degree from 
Viswa Bharati university, Santiniketan and received 
his Master’s degree (first class with distinction) in 
graphics from the Faculty of Fine arts of the M.S. 
university, Baroda. he has done many solo shows 
including at lalit Kala akademi, 2017; ‘re-Vision’ 
presented by gallery espace, New Delhi, at rl Fine 
arts, New york in 2009; ‘Boy Dancer: Convergence 
and Continuum’ at gallery espace, New Delhi, and 
the Faculty of Fine arts of M.S. university, Baroda 
in 2007; and ‘risk: the Double edge of Society’ at 
gallery espace, New Delhi in 2006. Pani has keen 
interest in animation and filmmaking, and has 
worked with utV in Mumbai. 

Farhad Hussain

Farhad was born in 1975 in jamshedpur, 
jharkhand. he completed his B.F.a in Painting 
from Kala Bhavan, Visva Bharati university, 
Santiniketan in 2003 and M.F.a in Painting from M.S. 
university, Baroda in 2005. he has done many solo 
exhibitions including one presented by Pundole art 
gallery at Museum gallery, Mumbai, 2009; ‘after 

the theatre of absurdity’, Vadehra art gallery, 
New Delhi, 2008; Sarjan art gallery, Vadodara, 
‘recent Paintings’, organized by Chatterjee and 
lal at jehangir Nicholsan gallery, National Centre 
for the Performing arts (NCPa), Mumbai in 2006. 
he was the recipient of the Nasreen Mohamedi 
scholarship, Baroda, 2004. 

George Martin

Martin was born in Kerala in 1973. he received 
his Bachelor’s degree in Sculpture from the 
College of Fine arts, thiruvanthapuram in 1998, 
and his Master’s degree in Sculpture from the 
government College of art and Craft, Kolkata, 
in 2001. he has done many solo shows including 
‘Cavities’ at Palette art gallery, New Delhi, in 2008; 
‘lost article’ at india habitat Centre, New Delhi, in 
2007; and ‘Footloose of Blue Pencil’ at Bombay art 
gallery, Mumbai, in 2006. he was the first recipient 
of art india Magazine’s Promising artist award in 
2005 and also received the Kashi Visual art award 
in 2005.

ManilRohit

Manilrohit is a collaborative brother-artist-duo 
of Manil gupta and rohit gupta. Manil was born 
in 1978, Meerut, uP, india and rohit gupta was 
born in 1985, lucknow, india. Manil has completed 
his Bachelor in Fine arts (applied art), College 
of art, New Delhi, 2003 and rohit has completed 
his Ba (hons) english, Delhi university, 2006. the 
brothers started their collaborative work in 2011. 
they have done many exhibitions including at the 
art District Xiii; Nature Morte; united art Fair. the 
duo have also Conceived, Curated and hosted the 
first of its kind television show featuring the best 
in Contemporary art, Design & Fashion in india, 
called “the New Creative india”. 



Pratul Dash

Dash was born in orissa in 1974. he received his 
Bachelor’s degree from the B.K. College of arts 
and Crafts, Bhubaneswar in 1995 and his Master’s 
degree in painting from the College of art, New 
Delhi in 1998. he has done a number of solo shows 
including ‘Proxy origin’ at Palette art gallery, New 
Delhi, in 2008; ‘Neo-istoria’ at Palette art gallery, 
New Delhi in 2007; ‘uNiDee in residency’ at 
Cittadelarte, italy, in 2004; and those at Krishna 
Collections art gallery, New Delhi in 2003; and 
rashtriya lalit Kala academy, Bhubaneswar in 
1995. he is the recipient of the industrial literature 
Society award, italy in 2005; a scholarship from the 
inlaks Foundation in 2004; the M.F. husain award 
from the College of art, New Delhi in 1998.

Sachin George Sabastian

Sachin was born in 1985 in Kerala. he completed 
his Bachelor in communication design, National 
institute of Design (NiD), 2007. he has done a 
number of solo exhibitions including ‘Sites of 
Metamorphosis’ ‐ Solo show at Vadhera art 
gallery, New Delhi, 2016. “Deceptive Perception” 
exhibit 320, New Delhi, 2014 and “Metropolis and 
City Planners”, exhibit 320, New Delhi, iiC art 
gallery in collaboration with exhibit 320, Chivas 
Studio Spotlight, hyderabad, 2012. he was the 
recipient of FiCa emerging artist award 2014 
and young artist award 2013 ‐ Kempinski arts 
Program and Pro helvetia‐artist in residence 
(air) at rote Fabrik, Zurich, Switzerland 2015.

Subodh Kerkar

Kerkar was born in goa in 1959. he received his 
MBBS degree and has practiced as a doctor for 
several years. he left his thriving profession and 
moved to his passion for the creative expressions. 
he has done many exhibitions including solo 
exhibitions Subodh Kerkar: the Pepper Cross, 
Canvas international art, Netherlands, amsterdam, 
2013; Subodh Kerkar: installation, photography 
and video as part of the amsterdam india 
Festival, Canvas international art, Netherlands, 
amsterdam, 2008. he is the founder of Museum 
of goa, 2015.

Suraj Kumar Kashi

Suraj was born in jamui, Bihar in 1976. he 
completed his Bachelor’s degree in fine arts from 
the College of art and Craft, Patna and a Master’s 
degree from College of art, Delhi university in 2003. 
he has started his career working in an advertising 
world as an art director in ogilvy & Mather and 
worked in many multinational companies. he has 
done his solo exhibition ‘it’s a World of Desire’, art 
alive gallery, New Delhi, 2012 and ‘on landscape’ 
in himachal Pradesh immediately after college. 
he is the recipient of emerging artist award from 
amity art Foundation, 2016. 



Sujata Bajaj

Sujata was born in jaipur in 1958. She has 
completed her Bachelor of arts (First class) and 
Master of arts (art and Painting) and Ph.D. in 
Fine arts: thesis on indian tribal art. She went 
for her further studies to ecole Nationale des 
Beaux arts, Paris. She has many solo exhibitions 
to her credit including ‘ganapati’, Kalakriti art 
gallery, hyderabad, 2017; ‘ganapati’, jehangir art 
gallery and gallery art and Soul, Mumbai, 2016; 
‘Peregrination of Volour’, galleri Suit, Stavanger, 
2014; ‘Peregrination of Colour’, indigo Blue art, 
Singapore, 2013; ‘ganapati’, Sculpture, Mixed 
Media, etching and Collage presented by gallery 
art and Soul at jehangir art gallery, gallery art 
and Soul, Mumbai, 2012. She is the recipient of 
raza Foundation award, 2003; Bombay art Society 
award, 1991 and French government Scholarship, 
1988-89.

Venkat Bothsa

Venkat was born in 1961. he has a BFa from andhra 
university, 1983 and an MFa from Benaras hindu 
university, 1985. he has done his solo exhibitions 
at gallery Sumukha, Bangalore and arushi arts, 
New Delhi in 2007. he has participated in many 
workshops and group shows since 1995. he 
has designed and composed a tribal art and life 
museum called Museum of habitat in the araku 
Valley for integrated tribal development authority, 
Visakpatnam, andhra Pradesh, as well as tribal art 
and music museum known as Chenchu museum 
in Srisailam for integrated tribal development 
authority Srisailam, andhra Pradesh.   

Vijay Sharma

Vijay was born in jaipur in 1979. he has completed 
his diploma in applied arts from the rajasthan 
School of art in 2003. he did his solo exhibition 
“Magnetism”, Studio art, New Delhi, 2012;  
“Vitamin - j”, galerie romain rolland, alliance 
Franciase, New Delhi by Montage art gallery, 
2011; “My First Show”, Sukriti art gallery, jawahar 
Kala Kendra, jaipur, 2008. he won the best annual 
exhibit award in 2002 and in 2003 at rajasthan 
School of art. 

Vinita Karim

Vinita was born in Myanmar in 1962. She has 
completed her Bachelor of Science in economics 
and Business administration, university of 
Stockholm, Sweden, 1985 and Master of Fine arts, 
university of Philippines, Philippines, 2007. She 
has held about twenty five solo shows around the 
world. She has worked and lived in europe, the 
Middle-east, and asia. She has recently exhibited 
her work in arabian Wings auction in Saudi arabia, 
asian art Biennale in Dhaka, Waddington auctions 
in Canada, art Fair Singapore, Dhaka art Summit, 
Sikka art Fair in Dubai, and the indian art Fair.
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f-213/b, old mb road, lado sarai, new delhi-110030   
t: 011-46604128, 41602545, m: 9953520170,  email: info@galleryartpositive.com

website: www.galleryartpositive.com


